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Preface
For generations, people have defined and protected their property and their privacy
using locks, fences, signatures, seals, account books, and meters. These have been sup-
ported by a host of social constructs ranging from international treaties through na-
tional laws to manners and customs.

This is changing, and quickly. Most records are now electronic, from bank accounts
to registers of real property; and transactions are increasingly electronic, as shopping
moves to the Internet. Just as important, but less obvious, are the many everyday sys-
tems that have been quietly automated. Burglar alarms no longer wake up the neigh-
borhood, but send silent messages to the police; students no longer fill their dormitory
washers and dryers with coins, but credit them using a smartcard they recharge at the
college bookstore; locks are no longer simple mechanical affairs, but are operated by
electronic remote controls or swipe cards; and instead of renting videocassettes, mil-
lions of people get their movies from satellite or cable channels. Even the humble
banknote is no longer just ink on paper, but may contain digital watermarks that enable
many forgeries to be detected by machine.

How good is all this new security technology? Unfortunately, the honest answer is
“nowhere near as good as it should be.” New systems are often rapidly broken, and the
same elementary mistakes are repeated in one application after another. It often takes
four or five attempts to get a security design right, and that is far too many.

The media regularly report security breaches on the Internet; banks fight their cus-
tomers over “phantom withdrawals” from cash machines; VISA reports huge increases
in the number of disputed Internet credit card transactions; satellite TV companies
hound pirates who copy their smartcards; and law enforcement agencies try to stake
out territory in cyberspace with laws controlling the use of encryption. Worse still,
features interact. A mobile phone that calls the last number again if one of the keys is
pressed by accident may be just a minor nuisance—until someone invents a machine
that dispenses a can of soft drink every time its phone number is called. When all of a
sudden you find 50 cans of Coke on your phone bill, who is responsible, the phone
company, the handset manufacturer, or the vending machine operator? Once almost
every electronic device that affects your life is connected to the Internet—which Mi-
crosoft expects to happen by 2010—what does ‘Internet security’ mean to you, and
how do you cope with it?

As well as the systems that fail, many systems just don’t work well enough. Medical
record systems don’t let doctors share personal health information as they would like,
but still don’t protect it against inquisitive private eyes. Zillion-dollar military systems
prevent anyone without a “top secret” clearance from getting at intelligence data, but
are often designed so that almost everyone needs this clearance to do any work. Pas-
senger ticket systems are designed to prevent customers cheating, but when trustbust-
ers break up the railroad, they cannot stop the new rail companies cheating each other.


